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Disclaimer

This e-book has been written for information purposes
only. Every effort has been made to make this ebook as
complete and accurate as possible. However, there may
be mistakes in typography or content. Also, this e-book
provides information only up to the publishing date.
Therefore, this ebook should be used as a guide - not as
the ultimate source.

The purpose of this ebook is to educate. The author and
the publisher does not warrant that the information
contained in this e-book is fully complete and shall not be
responsible for any errors or omissions. The author and
publisher shall have neither liability nor responsibility to
any person or entity with respect to any loss or damage
caused or alleged to be caused directly or indirectly by this
e-book.
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INTRODUCTION
This guide will give you a plan of attack or a “roadmap” you can
follow to successfully harness on social media sites.

Why Social Media?
Almost everyone uses some type of social media. It can really pay
off for your business if you use it correctly. Through social media,
your business can not only make money, but it can increase the
satisfaction of its customers, create fans, and improve the
reputation of your company. It can work well for you if you select
the medium that works best and is the most suited for your
company.
Don’t get the wrong impression. A lot of companies believe that
when they start using social media, they’ll immediately begin to
see a huge return on their efforts and their investment. It doesn’t
exactly work that way. You need to remember that it takes time for
you to build your following, and you may not always see the results
you like, and they won’t be immediately. You can sometimes,
however, find benefits you didn’t even realize you would get from
your social media marketing.

Benefits of Social Media
You may be a bit hesitant of getting into social media for your
business. That’s understandable. Anything new and different can
be a bit frightening. It is a technological world, however, and if you
want to keep up with the times, you need to begin using social
media networking for your business. If you are deciding whether
or not to do it, you should look at a few of the benefits you would
get from using social media marketing that you may not have
considered. Here are a few of the benefits:
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Brand-Building Tool—This is a powerful way to use social media.
Brand recognition allows you to use social media to determine how
you want your company to be positioned, and what you tell people
about what your business does. You can build a good brand
reputation if you use a little effort and have great content which
shows your company’s benefits, advantages, and values.
Cultivating a Community—Social media is all about
relationships, and it is a great way for your business to cultivate a
community. You obtain instant access to your followers who
become members of your community. Through social media, you
can find out what they like about what your company has to offer,
and what they don’t like. You can also find out what it is that your
customers need. This communication with your customers can be
more valuable than market research you would spend a lot of
money for.
Exposure—It has been said that before a customer decides to buy
from you, they need to be exposed to you six to eight times.
Through social media, you can get a lot of repeat exposure. You
can shorten your sales cycle by being able to let the customer
know over and over what your company has to offer them. Each
time you do, you’ll be increasing your exposure. Not only that, but
they may decide to share the information with their friends. If they
do, then the exposure could increase by double, triple, or even
more
Establishing Authority—If you want to establish that you are an
authority in any given area or on any subject, social media can be
a great way to help you do it. It works well if you are a coach,
consultant, author, speaker, and other service-based business.
Through social media networking, you can let your audience know
that you are the “go-to” resource for whatever it is you’re offering.
You can build a strong fan base. People will know to come to you
if you have good content, answer questions, and give your
audience what they need.
Growth of Influence—Your influence will grow as the number of
your followers you get on your social media sites grows. You can
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attract new customers, have media interview you, and create Joint
Venture partnerships, etc. if you have a substantial social media
audience. Think about how people are when they see an accident
on the side of the road. It’s the same way when you see a fire.
The crowd seems to be drawn to it and gathers around it. It’s the
same affect you can have on your social media sites. When you
begin to build a big audience, people will want to see what’s going
on. They’ll be drawn to your pages, and get to know you and your
business. If they like what they see, they’ll return again and again.
When they’re looking for what you offer, chances are, they’ll get it
from you.
Traffic Generator—Social media can increase your traffic to your
website. Social media consists of sharing information. You give
visitors a reason to want to visit your site when you share things
such as: blogs posts, videos, or other content. When you get
them to your site, you have a chance to make them want to take
action such as join your mailing list, buying something you have to
offer, retain you for their services, etc. It won’t happen overnight,
but you will be able to see that social media generates traffic if you
commit yourself to your efforts. Once the traffic gets to your site,
you can convert that traffic into business if you give them a clear
call to action.
Competitive Advantage—Not every business takes the
advantages of social media seriously. A lot of companies think
social media is a fad, and it will go away. Because they feel this
way, their pages aren’t updated regularly and they don’t
acknowledge comments or answer messages. If you do take it
seriously and put forth the effort if your competitors aren’t doing a
good job, this gives you an advantage and a chance to stand out.
If, on the other hand, you don’t participate in social media, you’re
giving that advantage to your competitor who does.

As you can see, social media can make things happen for you and
your business. If you’re hesitant at all, remember it is well worth
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the time, effort, and cost your business puts forth on the social
media sites.

Without further ado, here are the steps you need to take in order to
successfully use social media in your marketing.
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STEP 1: JOIN THESE TOP SOCIAL MEDIA
SITES
Facebook
Don’t have a Facebook page? You’re not totally alone, but if
for some reason you don’t yet have a Facebook page, you’re
not taking advantage of a very important marketing
opportunity. Some people think of social sites for young
people to chat, but it’s much, much more. Facebook can be
a strong marketing tool and it reaches a world-wide
audience. It’s also really easy even for beginners who may
be “technologically challenged” to use.

Your Facebook Page
Your Facebook page is where you can grow your business.
It can help you build your brand and establish relationships
with potential customers. It is free to set up, and can be done
quickly. The basic steps of setting up a page are:
1. Go to https://www.facebook.com/pages/create/ to
create your page.
2. Select a category and Page name for your business
3. Select a logo or image can be associated with your
business and use it as your profile picture.
4. Let people know about your business and what you
do by writing a sentence about it.
5. Create a web address for your page that is
memorable and can be used on your marketing
material. This will help you promote your Facebook
presence.
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6. The first thing people will see when they go to your
Facebook page is your cover photo. Select one or
create one that best represents your business.
Once you’ve developed your page, you can reach out to not
only your current customers but also to other users on
Facebook. You want to keep your posts as high quality and
post regularly
Posting
Posting quality, relevant content regularly, keeps viewers
interested in your business and what’s going on. If they are
interested, you’ll know, because they’ll “like” your site.
Quality information will keep them returning to your site and
sharing it with others. Writing quality posts really isn’t
difficult. Here are a few tips to help you:
1. Keep them relevant to your business and your
audience. They come to you for a reason. If you
start posting things that aren’t relevant, you may
lose them.
2. Be concise, sociable and write in a conversational
manner. This will help you build a relationship with
your customers.
3. People like to see photos and videos. If you share
these with your viewers, they seem to be more
appealing. It gives your customers a face-to-face
meeting with you and lets them see who you are. It
makes them feel closer to you.
4. Ask questions from your viewers and request that
they give you input. If they think you value their
input, they will give it to you. Be prepared...not all of
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it will be good. If it isn’t, you can use the negative
comments to learn what is wrong and correct it.
5. If you want your viewers to feel special, it pays to let
them know information those who don’t view your
page won’t know. You can also offer them special
deals and/or discounts. They will want to share the
offer with their friends.
6. Post your events in the appropriate time period. Be
current and up-to-date with your postings.
You can organize your posts to help your viewers identify the
ones that are most important. Here are three ways to do
that:
1. Pin—You can use this to take your most important
posts and cause them to remain at the top of your
page for a week. This will be sure all your viewers
get to see it and don’t miss it.
2. Star—By using this, you can highlight stories you
post. It will make them larger, so they will be more
easily seen by your viewers. Sometimes, regular
posts may be missed for some reason. This will
increase your chances of being seen.
3. Hide—Once your posts aren’t relevant any longer,
or if they aren’t engaging your audience, you can
hide them so they don’t show on your site. It
doesn’t do anyone any good to have posts up that
no one is reading. By hiding them, you keep the
posts that your viewers like in the limelight.
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To keep your posts current and make your viewers want to
return to your page, it is generally a good practice to post at
least one to two times per week. It is also a good practice to
do it on the same days each week so your viewers will know
when the best time to look for your post will be. Things like,
“See you next Friday with more on...” let them know when
they’ll get your next post.
It is easy to promote your posts, and promoting them is
important. When you do promote them, it will bump your
post higher in your viewer’s news feed than it normally would
appear. This can be very beneficial, because you can
increase the chance that more people will see your posts,
and learn about your business. It will also cause them to
want to take action on your page by responding to any offers
you have on your page or leave comments for you. These
things all help you in the rankings of the major search
engines.
Page insights will help you see an overview of who is linked
to your business through social media. They also let you
know which of your posts are effective. By knowing which
ones are effective, you can give them more posts like that.
This will keep the current viewers happy, and help draw in
more traffic. All you have to have is 30 people to click “like”
on your page and the insights will be available for you.
Through Page Insights you can check:
1. Likes—This will tell you who likes your Facebook
page and how those people found your page.
When you know where they found it, you’ll know
where to focus your areas.
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2. Reach—This is the demographic information
regarding your page. It tells you location, age,
gender, and more.
3. Talking about this—This lets you know who has
created a story about your page. It includes posts,
likes, comments and/or shares of the posts on your
page. It gives you a good idea of who likes/dislikes
your posts and what is being said about it.
4. Performance metrics—This is the size of your
Facebook audience, and the engagement of the
audience. Remember, your audience will engage
with you the more you engage with them or ask
them to engage. By asking them questions or
making them feel free to comment, you can build
your metrics.
Responding to your audience keeps them your audience.
You always want to respond to your comments/messages
sent to your page. This helps you build that relationship that
is so important on social media sites. Maybe a lot of people
comment. If so, and you want to address one, just tag them
by typing @ in front of their name. Responding to comments
and messages let your audience know you are paying
attention to them. It makes them feel special. Everyone
likes to feel special now and then. This will help your
business grow.
Create a Facebook Fan Page
In the world of online work, social media marketing has
exploded due to the demand for search engine optimization,
and internet marketing skills. Because of the internet, there
is a low-cost way to get information about your company to
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the public worldwide. You can also do it in many different
formats such as: still images, videos, audio, interactive
games, text, etc.
One of the great examples of this type of marketing ability is
the Facebook Fan Page. These pages have been
redesigned and are easier than ever to use, because they
are designed to be close to the design of user profile pages.
They are similar in both look and the way they function.
Like profile pages, they have a wall that has a news feed. It
also lists user comments, it has an info tab, a photos tab,
and many other tabs that are self-explanatory and easy to
use. There are also custom application tabs you can set up
yourself and customize the way you want them. This can
help make your tabs unique and stand out from the tabs of
other companies.
The majority of businesses and services have Fan Pages
now. If you don’t have a Fan Page yet, you should definitely
be making the move to establish one. If you take the time to
develop a good specialized Fan Page, it can give you many
awesome qualities that would be a benefit of any
entrepreneur, large business or even corporation. Here are
a few of the benefits you can get from creating a Facebook
Fan Page:
1. Building a community—The word “social” in social
media lets you know how important community is.
Building a community is important. It’s a place
where your followers can come together using this
platform for your product/service. They can do this
by utilizing the Wall feature or other applications
they can find available on the Fan Page. Users
increase and support the growth of your community
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by submitting testimonials, posting pictures, creating
videos, or by having discussions online with each
other. Having a relationship with your customers is
crucial for your social media sites, and there’s no
better way to begin to build one than by having a
Facebook Fan Page.
2. Search Engine Optimization—Search engine
rankings can be greatly boosted by creating a Fan
Page. You can receive bonus points in search
engine optimization by having a Facebook Fan
Page that has your business name in the title and
by publishing back links to your business pages.
Every link, post, or comment made about your
company will increase its chances of being ranked
higher in search engines. By using a few keywords
that people use to search for things online in your
posts, you can help direct traffic from search
engines to your website.
3. Viewer Insights—When you become a Facebook
Fan Page owner, you will be able to access a lot of
really good analytic tools. They can give you
valuable insight into your viewers. You can track
how many interactions your page has with your
fans. In addition, you’ll be able to know the
demographics of your fans. You can learn their e
sex, age, and location, and many more important
facts. This will help you be better prepared to meet
their needs.
4. Communicating with your fan base—You can
communicate with your fans by using a variety of
customization options. Using the information you
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gained from the viewer insights, you can target
information to match the specific age, gender, and
location of your fan base. That way when you send
update notifications on your homepages, you will
get a better response. It is important to remember
that you’ll be able to publish into the “stream.” This
makes it possible for you to communicate directly
into the homepages of your fans by using messages
and posts. Don’t forget to encourage them to
communicate back in some way, because the more
they communicate with you, the closer they will feel
to you, and you will increase the chance of having
them as a customer.
5. Cost effective—A lot of advertising is expensive, but
you can save your company a lot of money by using
a Facebook Fan Page. The cost is perfect for even
the smallest business or service, because it is
absolutely FREE! I don’t know anyone who doesn’t
want something valuable for free. When it comes to
value, social media marketing is the best deal on
the market. In a matter of minutes, you can up a
Fan Page, and get off to a great start in the world of
social media marketing with very little effort.
No matter what your business or service is, it is clear that
you can benefit from creating a Facebook Fan Page. You
can build awareness for important causes, you can promote
your company, or even help to build fans for your band or
act. Creating a Facebook Fan Page is fast and easy if you
follow a few simple steps:
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1. Go Facebook and log in to your Facebook
account—If you haven’t yet set up a Facebook
account, it will be necessary for you to do so if you
want to have a Facebook Fan Page. If you do have
an account, it will be very helpful. You’ll already
know about Facebook, you’ll understand how it
works, and know about friends you can ask to be
fans on your Fan Page.
2. Find the settings gear and click on it—It is located in
the top of the page in the right corner. After you
click on it, you will see “Advertising.” You need to
click on it and look for the first step which will be
labeled “Build Your Facebook Page.” You can find
it in the middle of the screen. Just click on “Create
a Page.”
3. You will see six categories to select from. They
include:
• Local business or place: Under this choice, you’ll
select which category your business is and type
in the business address.
• Company, organization or institution: Under this
choice you select which category your business
is, institution or organization and then simply type
in your company’s name.
• Brand or product: For this choice, you’ll select
the category of product and then type in the
name of the product.
• Artist, band, or public figure: Under this choice,
simply select the type that best describes you
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and that you wish to promote and then type in
their name.
• Entertainment: Here, just type in the type
entertainment you are and then the name of the
entertainer.
• Cause or community name: Just type in the
community or cause name.
For each category above, you need to click on the “Agree to
Facebook Pages Terms” before you’ll be able to move on
and continue setting up the page.
4. Once you’ve selected the correct category and
given all of the basic information, you’ll be able to
begin adding information to your page. You simply
need to find “Get Started” and click on it to begin
5. Now you need to select a profile picture to upload.
You can select a photo from either your computer or
your website to upload. When you are choosing
your picture to upload, you’ll want to find one that
represents the person/place you want to promote.
Once you select it, simply click on the tab that says
“Save Photo.”
6. The next section is labeled “About”—You need to
give information about your company or information
about your cause. You’ll want to include both a
description of your business/cause and a website.
This will help people learn about you, and increase
your search rankings.
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Then you should provide additional links such as:
Twitter, LinkedIn, Google+, etc, for your
business/organization. Indicate on the page if it
represents a famous person/celebrity. Then simply
click on “Save Info.”
7. Enabling Ads—You need to choose if you want to
allow ads on your page. This can sometimes be a
difficult decision. Advertising will allow you get in
touch with many people. It does, however, cost and
you’ll have to give them the information from your
credit card to pay for it. When you decide, either
click on “Enable Ads” or “Skip” to go to the next
step.
After your page is set up, there are several things you can do
to help improve your age:
1. Give additional information—Once your page is
created, you want to add as much information as
you can on the page. This will help you to build a lot
of support. Here are a few things you can do that
will build support on your page:
• Click “Like” on your page
• Prepare a status update and post it. This will
give your followers more knowledge of you.
Just type your comment in the box. When
you’re finished, post it by clicking “Post.”
• A picture speaks a thousand words. You can
give people a lot more information about your
company by upload more photos. To do this,
just click on “Photos” and then “Add Photos.”
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Select the photos you want to upload from
your computer.
• Select a cover photo—To upload a cover
photo, you need to click on "Add a Cover."
You’ll find it on the right-hand side. Look for
“Upload Photo” and click on it. Then simply
select the picture you want to upload as your
cover page.
2. The next thing you’ll want to do is to find the admin
panel. You can use it to edit your page, build your
audience, and seek help. Here’s what each
involves:
• Edit Page—This allows you to update your page,
manage permissions and notifications, add
administrators, use the activity log, or see
banned users.
• Build Audience—This tab allows you to invite
both email contacts and Facebook friends to your
page. You can also use it to share the page or
prepare an ad to advertise your page.
You should only use this option once you've filled
out the basic information and are familiar with
how everything works. Knowing how everything
works will impress your audience, so you’ll want
to be familiar with everything before you try to
build an audience.
• Help—Help is provided if you have any difficulty
preparing your page. By clicking “Help” you can
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go to the help center and find tips for starting
your page
3. Maintain your Facebook Fan Page—Managing your
page means that you have to be active on the page.
You’ll want to keep your friends interested in you by
providing current information about your
organization and what it’s doing. To manage the
page, you should:
• Post information to your timeline every time there
is something new about your company to let your
fans know. Posting a few times a week keeps
your fans interested.
• When you have new photos that let your fans
know what your business is doing, upload them
and post them to your Facebook Fan Page.
• Invite all of your new Facebook friends to follow
your page.
• Adding your Facebook Fan Page link to your
business card is also a good idea.
Twitter
Twitter is another popular social media site that is growing
quickly. Twitter uses 140 character length messages that
are called Tweets on its information network. You
determine what shows up on your Twitter by who you choose
to follow. It’s an excellent way to keep up on current news
and learn about topics you find interesting in real time.
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Research has shown that half of people who use it will make
their purchases from businesses they’re connected to on
Twitter. Setting up your business on Twitter is free and easy.
Here’s how you can set up your business on Twitter:
1. Choose a Twitter Name—Go to the sign up page
and fill in the email address you wish to use and
select a password. When you do, you’ll be asked to
select a Twitter username.
2. Click on “Create my Account”—Simply click it after
you select your name, and you can begin using
Twitter.
Bear in mind that selecting the right username is not as easy
as it may sound. There are over 350 million users on
Twitter. This means that what you want to use is probably
already taken, so you need to be creative. You want people
to remember the name, yet you want it to reveal your
business. Make it easy for your followers to repeat your
comments. You can’t change the name, so select it
carefully.
It’s a good idea to include a profile picture. If you have a
logo, that is a good picture to use. Unlike your name, you
can change it if you want to.
On Twitter you should:
1. Find and Follow—On Twitter your goal is to create
and keep followers. The more followers you have,
the greater your chance of your being seen, talked
about, and followed. In order to keep followers, you
need to be informative, useful, or humorous. If you
have a new product to promote, or are having
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discounted products, people like to receive Tweets
about them.
When choosing whether or not to follow your
followers, a good tip is to just follow those you find
useful. If you try to follow them all, it can cause you
a lot of work.
Twitter is a conversation and should go both ways.
This is especially true if your business gets a
complaint. Ignoring it won’t make it go away.
Comments on Twitter how up in Google searches,
so you want to address the problem immediately to
keep it from getting out of hand.
2. Keep up on Things—When you follow people, it
show up on your homepage. You should be aware
of what’s happening with your followers. You can
check things they’ve linked to and view other tweets
to learn about the topics.
3. Titter on the Go—Twitter is portable and available
for your phone. All you have to do is download a
Twitter app to start receiving Tweets on the go.
Twitter Tips
1. You need to build a voice—You can use the
information in other Tweets to build a voice. You
want to let people know what’s important to you.
You can either retweet messages or use @reply to
give a reaction to a tweet you’ve read and liked.
2. It is good to include/mention other people in the
content you Tweet—You can use others in your
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Tweets using their Twitter username. It often helps
start new conversations.
3. Master advanced features on Twitter—Once you’ve
got the basics mastered, try out some of the
advanced features. You can even ad pictures or
videos in your Tweets. Then you can link your
Twitter to your website or Facebook
Google+
Google has tried before to jump on the social media band
wagon, but this time, it got it right. Although Google+ is
relatively new, it has already reached over 100 million.
Google+ Profiles
One of the best reasons for having your business create a
Google+ profile is that it’s owned by Google. Since Google
is the top search engine, Google+ profiles have a greater
chance at being ranked by Google.
Google+ users use “+1” ratings that are similar to Facebook
“likes.” The greater number +1’s you have, the better your
chances. Your Google+ profile and pages can have a great
effect on your search rankings.
Here are a few ways you can use Google+ for your business:
1. Use the “About” section—This section gives you a
chance to write a little about your business. Tell
people what products/services you have to offer and
what your business is all about. Google will use the
introduction portion of this section in search results
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2. Link other accounts—You can add links for your
other social media profiles like Facebook, Twitter
and LinkedIn. This is a good way to gain authority.
3. Circles—You can create circles on your Google+
account. For each circle, you want to add people
based on your interests. Usually, if you add people
to your circle, they will follow back. This way, when
you start sharing your content, you increase the
chances of exposure.
4. Share content with others—Here you can share
your content with the world. In addition, you can
share the content of others that you like. By
sharing, you get your context indexed, no matter
what you share.
5. Engage with others—Sharing is great, but if you
want to move it up a notch, it’s great to comment on
what others are sharing. You can leave a comment
or +1 what they’ve shared. It will make people want
to add you to their circle. This, in turn, increases
your chances of having your content shared.
6. Employee Google+ accounts—You can have your
employees make their own profiles. That way, they
can take a few minutes a day to post to your site,
share your posts, or maybe even +1 your business.
If your business doesn’t have a Google+ account, you will
find definite search and social advantages to having one for
your company.
LinkedIn
LinkedIn
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LinkedIn is a professional network that has over 100 million
members. Since it is a professional network, it makes sense
to make it part of your social media plan. Here’s how you get
started:
1. Personal Account—The first thing you need to do is
create a personal account on LinkedIn. To make a
company account, you have to also have a personal
one. To begin, just go to www.linkedIn.com and
enter the basic information. When you complete it,
just click “Create My Profile.”
2. LinkedIn Profile—Before you complete your profile,
a confirmation email will be sent to your email
account. It will have a link in it you need to confirm
your account. It will take you to the sign-in page
where you enter your email and password.
Linked in offers two services—a basic “free” one
and a premium “paid” one. After you choose the
type you want, you’ll be ready to click “Profile” and
begin to edit your profile.
Create both your personal and company profiles.
For your LinkedIn profiles, it is recommended that
you add a lot of information. All the information you
enter is searchable, so the more you have, the
better it is for your business, and the easier it is to
be found.
When you’re finish preparing them, you can link
your personal to your company profile. Add a
detailed description of your business.
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3. Company website—You’ll see a field for your
company’s site and the type of industry. When you
put your site, use the format: http://mywebsite.com.
This will automatically become a hyperlink to your
company from your personal profile. All the
members of your staff can use this hyperlink to link
back to your company. It’s a great way to be seen.
Your industry field is searchable, so think before you
choose. It will be a very good way to find potential
clients and for them to interact with you.
4. Get involved—LinkedIn is the same as any social
media site. If you want to be seen, you have to get
involved. Make connections and contacts to start
building your network. The exposure will help lead
you to a bigger audience.
After you get set up on LinkedIn, there are several features
that it has that can be useful to help build your business.
Here are a few:
1. LinkedIn Search—Search for others in your
industry and/or for potential customers. The
more you connect the bigger audience you will
have.
2. Ads—You can look at several of the ads for
businesses in your industry. This will let you
see how they use LinkedIn Ads for paid
advertising.
3. Import your email contacts—On LinkedIn you
can import your email contacts from other
email applications. This way you can begin to
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add LinkedIn connections to your existing
email accounts.
4. Post Updates—Like Facebook and Twitter,
LinkedIn ha a status update field. You can
begin a conversation or post a link to an article
you’ve written.
5. LinkedIn Groups—Like Google+ circles,
LinkedIn ha groups. They are members who
share a common interest in a specific topic.
They help you build a community. This is
great for your brand.
6. Reply to Updates--You can see all updates
posted to LinkedIn. Begin conversations
yourself or reply to someone else’s update. If
you choose, you can elect to only see
message from your connections or even set
your own criteria.
7. Banners—You can add up to three custom
banners to your company page for free. You
can use them to:
• Take customer testimonials, highlight
them, and link them to your page.
• Link to and promote an upcoming event
or webinar.
• Improve your target market by
highlighting and linking to your blog
posts.
• Promote a video you’ve posted about
your business.
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• Let others know of the various social
channels so they can reach you there.
8. Post company updates each day—Post
updates during the time of day you get the
most traffic. For most, it’s in the morning. You
can try different times to see what works best
with your audience.
9. Send messages to your target market—Linked
in has a Sponsored Inmail feature that works
like email. You don’t need them on your
email list. It just works from your LinkedIn.
This isn’t a free service, but it can be worth it.

STEP 2: CREATE A SCHEDULE

Keeping on top of your social media marketing is imperative.
To do so effectively, you need to develop a schedule to
manage it. This way, you’ll know what to do when, and how
often to do it. Once you get started, things will run like
clockwork, and you’ll be able to keep up with your social
media marketing. Here are a few things you should do for
your schedule:
• Create the schedule—This is a plan you will follow to
post content to your social profiles. You know what
your daily schedule is like, and how much time you
have to dedicate to social media marketing. You need
to determine how often you want to post. It could be
once a day, twice a day, or whatever works for you.
• Take a look at your current schedule. Find an hour
during your schedule that you can set aside each day.
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This time will be used to post and to respond to replies
you get on your various social media sites.
• Post consistently—It is important that you post
consistently to your different sites. Having followers is
important, and if you’re unreliable or sporadic in your
postings, you won’t have anyone who wants to follow
you. Your followers will want predictability. They need
to know when to look for something new from you so
they will know when to look for it.
Sometimes, once your following grows, it may be rather
difficult to manage your various sites, but it will always be
worth the time you invest.

TYPES OF THINGS YOU CAN POST TO YOUR SOCIAL
PROFILES
You’ve got all your sites set up, so what now? Knowing what
you want to post is important to growing your following.
Remember, your followers will want relative, up-to-date
information. Here are a few things you can post to your
social profiles:
• What you're currently doing—Let your followers know
about new things your company is doing and what
they’re currently working on. This will keep them wellinformed about your business with up-to-date
information.
• Quotes—Find quotes you think your followers will like
and post them to your social profiles. You can find
many quotes online to choose from. Inspirational
quotes will often inspire your followers and in turn, will
get you a lot of “likes” or responses for your posts.
There are other types of quote as well. Find what
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works best for your followers and post them regularly.
You’ll find your followers will look forward to seeing
them.
• Ask a question—This is a great way to involve your
followers. Getting them engaged by asking them a
question they can answer is always a good idea. It will
help build your relationship with your followers, and in
turn, help lead to more followers.
• Give a tip—Tips are always welcome, after all,
everyone loves tips that will help them to learn
something, perform a task easier, etc. Keep in mind,
that your followers will want relevant tips, so by giving
them advice and/or method that has helped you will
also help them and probably make them want to share
with new potential followers.
• Post links—As you become more and more familiar
with your social media sites, you will come across
links, other sites, videos, and/or tools that are useful to
you. Posting links to these things that your followers
can easily click on to find them will be appreciated. If
they find them useful, they’ll want to share them with
their friends, who will share them with their friends, and
so on and so on...you get the picture.
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STEP 3: HOW TO GROW YOUR
FANS/FOLLOWING
Social media marketing is a great tool to get recognized.
The bigger the following you have, the more people will see
you and become familiar with you. There are several ways
you can help to grow your fans/following:
• Blog—Create a blog that has a link to your site. On the
blog you can provide your readers with quality content.
This will help you gain readers. By doing so, you
increase your following. There are many different blog
ideas you can choose from. Blogging can become
quite a chore if you let it, so make sure you find
something you’re passionate about to blog. This way,
you’ll enjoy sharing it with your readers.
• Place a Facebook “Like” box on your blog—If you have
a blog, it’s a good idea to add a Facebook “Like” box
on it. If you place it on the sidebar of your blog, your
readers can “like” it. This will help to build your
following and traffic to your site.
• Put social buttons on your blog—Adding social buttons
for sites like Facebook, Twitter, Google+ and LinkedIn
will let your readers know how they can connect to you
on your social media sites. It will also make it easier
for them to do so. They will appreciate it, and it may
lead to more “Likes” or “+1’s” for you pages.
• Promote via Facebook Ads—Begin a Facebook ad
campaign for your page. To do this, click the
"Advertising" button at the bottom of the Facebook
page. Next, click your page in the "Destinations"
menu. Type in the ad’s description. Choose the picture
you want to go with your ad. Pick a target audience
and location. You can decide how much you spend by
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selecting a maximum amount per day budget for the
advertisement. When you’re finished, just click “Place
Ad” and give your credit card or PayPal details for
payment and the ad will be placed live on the site.
• Start a YouTube account—Posting videos on YouTube
is a great way to increase your following and move
traffic to your site. You can post videos about any
number of things and then tell your viewers to follow
you. Give them a call-to-action asking them to
subscribe to your posts. They may also want to share
your videos, which will bring in more traffic to your site.
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STEP 4: AUTOMATE YOUR SOCIAL MEDIA
MARKETING

There are a lot of tools out there to help with your social
media marketing. They allow you to schedule your
updates/posts and can automatically syndicate to Facebook,
Twitter, Google+, LinkedIn, etc. The best social media tools
are easy to use and let you to automate the main processes.
They don’t overpower you with too much functionality.
One a good comprehensive management tools for social
media is Hootsuite. Hootsuite can help you keep track of
your social media sites and manage them. It enables you to
keep an eye on what is being said about your brand. It
allows you to respond instantly. With it, you can view
multiple streams from many social media networks and reply
directly.
More and more networks are appearing. Since there are so
many, it’s no wonder they’re becoming difficult to manage
them all. That is one reason tools for managing social media
have become popular. Many companies rely on them.
There are many reasons you should think about using
Hootsuite. It can help you manage your social networking.
Here are a few of them:
• Multiple Streams can be monitored in one area. This
is, no doubt, one of the key reasons you should use
Hootsuite. With it you can manage a large variety of
social networks. Currently, you can manage the
following most popular social networks on Hootsuite:

Facebook Profiles, Events, Groups & Pages
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Twitter
Pages, Profiles, and Page on LinkedIn
Google+ Pages
Myspace
Foursquare
WordPress blogs
There are many more you can manage using
Hootsuite. This can really come in handy if you have
multiple Facebook pages or Twitter channels you need
to manage. It allows you to post to multiple channels
simultaneously, but you want to be cautious. Your
audience type may vary on individual networks. Your
followers on different sites may be different as well.
Since you want them to find your information valuable,
it needs to be relevant to the target audience. This can
also be a problem because only 140 characters are
allowed on Twitter.
Facebook, on the other hand, allows you to post much
longer and more meaningful posts and include pictures
and videos. You can also cross-post to your Google+
page using Hootsuite. Right now, it is one of the only
ways you are able to do this.
• There is a Team to Manage Your Social Media
Networks—If you’re trying on your own to manage your
business social networks, you may have dealt with a
lot of problems when you try to keep up with things.
If you have a team of people working your social media
marketing, there could be a problem with security.
This means you’ll have to share your passwords with
each member of the team to log on.
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It can also be difficult to divide the management of
networks equally between team members. No one
knows what the other has done or when they did it.
With Hootsuite, you can elect to delegate responses to
different team members. The administrator assigns
the tasks. There’s no worry about one member
responding to something that may have been
responded too.
The messaging feature is also a useful tool on
Hootsuite. It lets team members send messages back
and forth. This can be great if all of the team members
aren’t working form the same place.
You should know, however, it can be costly to use
multiple team members can be costly. Smaller
businesses may struggle with the cost. For larger
businesses with larger marketing budgets, however,
this may not be a problem.
To use Hootsuite, you’ll need a Pro account. This will
cost you $9.99 each month. For this amount, you will
be given an additional team member. Each member
you want to add as an additional member will cost
more. When you get up to 10 team members, they will
require you sign up for the Enterprise account. These
prices weren’t published by Hootsuite, but don’t be
surprised if the cost for this is will cost approximately
$1,500 per month. Here is the pricing structure if you
want additional team members:
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Total
Users

Description

Monthly
Cost

Yearly
Cost

1

Free

Free

Free

2

Pro Plan

$9.99

$119.88

3

One Extra $10/mo
One Extra $10
Second User $15
One Extra $10
Two Users @ $15
One Extra $10
Three Users @ $15
One Extra $10
4 Users @ $15
One Extra $10
5 Users @ $15
One Extra $10
6 Users @ $15
One Extra $10
7 Users @ $15
Must Have
Enterprise Account

$19.99

$239.88

$34.99

$419.88

$49.99

$599.88

$64.99

$779.88

$79.99

$959.88

$94.99

$1,113.88

$109.99

$1,319.88

$124.99

$1,499.88

$1,499.00

$17,988.00

4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

• Customer Service Management on Twitter—It is up to
you whether you choose to use Hootsuite, but the
decision will depend greatly on what type business it is
and why you have social networks in the first place. If
you want to manage your Twitter customer service, it
would be wise for you to consider using Hootsuite. It
is very popular with utility companies or mobile
networks because they can delegate messages to
various team members which are managed by the
administrator. On Hootsuite, you can save and keep
your draft messages. This helps you if you have
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frequently asked questions like what are your hours of
operation, and how do you get to the business. With
these stored drafts, you can pot when the frequently
asked question is asked.
• Cross posting to your Google+ account—Remember,
Google+ really helps with search engine optimization.
It also helps you take authorship of your blogs or your
websites. Right now, you can only post to your
Google+ profile by using the Google+ website or
mobile app. For updating and managing the Google+
business page you have a broader choice. Hootsuite
works well here. Right now, Google+ API is limited.
Hootsuite is one of the partners that has been given full
access.
If you put in the update manually when you’re in
Hootsuite, it gives you the full summary and thumbnail
of the link. Since it will be more visible, you will be able
to have more click-throughs, which is important.
• Cross Platform Completely—This is something that is
great if you can do it, however, it is not always a task
that is easy to achieve. That’s why making Hootsuite a
web app is really an advantage. It is easily used on
Mac OX, Windows, Linux, and even on mobile
platforms. If you have an internet connection,
Hootsuite will work on all of the newer, modern
browsers. One great advantage is that it has a variety
of dedicated mobile apps. These are great to help you
when you’re on the go. It doesn’t work on Windows
Mobile, but it does work on mobile units such as
iPhone, iPad, Android Blackberry.
Even if you don’t like using things like this on your
mobile, it will be necessary if you’re working as part of
a management team. If so, you will definitely rely on
Hootsuite mobile apps. They are extremely helpful
when managing Twitter, which is mainly an on-the-go
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social network. Since Twitter doesn’t have the
administrator feature, if you share managing it, you
have to give your passwords to all those working on it.
That leaves you at a disadvantage, because it’s not a
good for security purpose. It could allow your Twitter
account to be abused. If a member of the
management team were to leave the company under
negative circumstances, it could really cause you many
problems.
If you use one of the Hootsuite apps, each member of
the management team will be using their own
Hootsuite account. This way you can manage the
social network for your company without having to
share your passwords.
There is a mobile app for Facebook. Using it, you can
easily manage your Facebook pages. One advantage
of that is that you won’t have to share your passwords.
• Free Email reports—Hootsuite will send you weekly
analytics reports. These will be extremely helpful if you
rely on Hootsuite only to manage your social networks.
Every week, you’ll get an email from them with a pdf
attachment. You’ll find a graph which shows:
1. Number of clicks each day on your social
networks they manage.
2. Geographical information—It will give you the
locations where the people are located that click
through.
3. Lets you know the top referrers
4. Gives you the most popular links
What’s really great about it is that Hootsuite gives all of
this valuable information free to everyone who uses
their service. It gives you a good brief overview and
lets you know how your social network sites are doing
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on a weekly basis. It does, however, only show
Hootsuite managed networks. Unfortunately the report
will only work for you if you always use Hootsuite to
manage your networks. It doesn’t let you know clickthroughs from other apps.
• Can Connect Lots of Services Together—One of
Hootsuite’s greatest features is it supports a large
number of networks and apps. This works well and
saves a lot of time, especially for small businesses.
Through Hootsuite you can post a quick update that
will be posted to multiple Twitter accounts. It can also
be sent to your Facebook profile and page, Google+
page, LinkedIn profile, company page and groups and
more. If you need to get information out to your
customers immediately, this can be extremely useful.
The new scheduling feature, Hootlet, can be a
wonderful time saver for you.
• On IFTTT, there is a Hootsuite channel. It allows cross
posting from your social networks to your Google+
page. You can post on Facebook, Twitter, etc, cross
post it easily.
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CONCLUSION
There is no doubt that social media marketing is here to stay.
There also isn’t a doubt that if your company isn’t involved in
social media marketing, it needs to be. Once you complete
your social network profiles, it is imperative to make sure that
your presence is optimized. Check your profiles for every
social media account you have. Make sure they are
complete. You want to make sure the description of your
business is concise and clear. Your company logo and your
website URL need to be on the profile page as well. You
need to optimize all of your tweets, posts and status updates
by using keywords that are relevant to your business. By
using keywords, you can help your information be found in
searches.
Make sure your social presence is promoted everywhere you
can. Put it on your business cards, stationery, blogs, or even
in your store front if you’re a local small business. You’ll
want to make sure to include it in any print advertising you
do also. When you send out email marketing messages,
make your social presence known by including where they
can find you.
If the social media sites you are using have an official
“follow” button, you’ll want to be sure to add it to your
website, blog, etc. It makes it easier for your customers to
follow you, so they’re more likely to do it. It is possible for
you to create your own button that you can link to your social
media account. Twitter is a good example for a site that
makes it easy. With just one simple click, it is possible for
anyone who visits your site to follow you.
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If everything else hasn’t convinced you that you need to
have a social media presence, it is also a great way for
businesses to generate leads. In order to do this and have
an effective form of generating leads, you do have to do a
few things yourself. You need to establish your social media
profile. Then, once you have fans for Facebook, followers
for Twitter, etc, you will be able to easily generate more
leads in a much shorter amount of time.
The larger your reach is, the greater your possibility to
generate more and more leads becomes. To get this reach,
you need to increase the fans and followers you have on
your social media sites. Taking the steps presented in this
book to increase your reach and your social presence is well
worth it.
I hope this guide has given you the necessary steps and
plan of attack to follow so that you can successfully use
social media in your business.
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